sensational falsehood as "TESTING TRUTHS,"
Bread of Heaven. These are given to
"THALONE" FOR SHEEP
"IMPORTANT TRUTHS"
"FOR THE BREAD OF LIFE...
web as "IMPORTANT TRUTHS"
for the FLOCK -

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY
P.O. Box 1270
Grand Forks, B.C. CANADA
V0H 1H0
Dear Bro. Hoehn:  

Enclosed is the issue of the Canadian Adventist "MESSENGER" for April 1987; 1148 King Street East, Oshawa, Ontario, Canada. L1H 1H8. This documents the paying of $200.00 each for selected participants in an Evangelistic Series in Salmon Arm, B.C. It is on p.18 as marked. They must be desperate..."

...George

WE ARE ASHAMED TO SAY - that Canada seems to come up with some of the greatest heresies of all time. "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT..." was invented in Canada 20 to 25 years ago. Six visits to the Pope - 1952. (Michael in "MESSENGER" - Oct. 22, 1952.) Pork-eating License - June 24, 1954. (No, that was R&H.) "ADVENTISTS FIND FRIENDS AT THE WCC" (Vancouver, B.C.) - "MESSENGER" - by Douglas Devnich. August-September 1983. Also SDA "MINISTRY" - November 1983. Welcome the "SUN" rising in the east. BUDDY-BUDDY! "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT EASTER..." Ezekiel 8:15-18. Jer. 7:...

GREATEST OF ALL "ABOMINATION!" - "...HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS, she LOST the "SPIRIT" and "POWER" of God...So APOSTASY in "THE CHURCH" will prepare the way for the "IMAGE-TO-THE-BEAST!"...DOCTRINE(S)...IN COMMON...(only a "STEP" to the resort to "FORCE!" GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608, 464 to 473.)

CANADIAN UNION "MESSENGER" for April 1987 by DENISE ECKSTADT - we have long known that the COST for even a small "EVANGELISTIC EFFORT" can hardly be met with $50,000.00. So actually to save money - it is cheaper to "PAY" them to come. $200.00 each. At first flush - most everyone will consider that a "smart idea." Until you examine ALL the implications and then go back again to EZEKIEL the BOOK of HARLOTS and "ABOMINATIONS!" And what makes a "HARLOT?" T8:250.

At LLU to get that VETERANS ADMINISTRATION HOSPITAL COMPLEX, as others were trying to get the contract - the PIERSON ADMINISTRATION "GAVE" them $500,000.00 worth of prime land so they would come unto her...and now the SDA personnel are SQUAWKING that they have to take "ORDERS" from UNBELIEVERS. Was this a "SUDDEN" discovery or could they have KNOWN that - right from the beginning?

THIS HAPPENING RIGHT HERE - "AHOLAH the ELDER (ROMANISM) and AHOLIBAH her (younger) SISTER (Apostate Protestantism)...(is) MORE CORRUPT...In her WHOREDOMS..." Ezekiel 23:4,11. "They give GIFTS to all WHORES; but thou givest thy GIFTS to all thy LOVERS, and HIREST THEM, that they may COME-UNTIL-THEE....!!!" Eze. 16:33-4. T8:250.
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"MORE ABOUT BOOK CHANGES"

Sixty-four pages done - five pages held in reserve, that will not do. We have too much to report to cover in five more pages.

SO WE START THIS NEW PUBLICATION.

Of course we had planned on that anyway. We would sooner put out SMALLER PAPERS and more often. But we cannot do that. So I am sorry if it takes a long time for this reach you.

OUR PROBLEM IS:

NEW POSTAL RATES. THE HIGHEST IN THE WORLD. Printed matter - now 100 grams (3.53 oz.) = 73¢. To U.S.A. To international = 93¢. The STAMPS cost as much as the CONTENTS. We have $22,000.00 chalked up on the postal meter. Plus many THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS not run through the meter. I am not sure how long we used the meter. Probably 2½ years.

We can send 250 grams - 2½ times more - by adding 13¢ - BOOK RATE - to any country in the world - 86¢.

We were SURE they would up the cost to "INTERNATIONAL" but so far it appears they did not. IF WE SEND TAPES - FIRST CLASS to U.S.A. - 250 grams - $1.80. PACKETS - $1.55. So we may as well send FIRST CLASS (AIR MAIL). If it is more than ¾ inch thick - it is over three times as much as FIRST CLASS - (Don't ask me why!) Unless as a "PARCEL" and over 1 kilogram. Tapes to USA go FIRST CLASS, then we can put in
LETTERS or FLYERS or ANYTHING. To INTERNATIONAL we send as "SMALL PACKETS" - same rate as "PRINTED PAPERS." Now you understand why we have to juggle contents.

WE ARE VERY SORRY after YEARS of learning HOW to make "FLYERS" we do not print any more. (Unless STAPLED in to pass as "BOOK RATE"). All through the list you express sorrow at the end of "FLYERS." We are trying to IMPROVE the method of using a COLORED SHEET as "INSERTS" or "FLYERS." WATCH THE PAGE NUMBERS. We have to order one or two TONS of paper at a time to get the "TON RATE" - so we did not have enough 8½×11 colored paper on hand. So if we have to use WHITE - watch the PAGING - we have full page LETTERS to enclose - and wrestled for a long time how to include them - unless we send it as the "WASHBURN LETTER." WE DO NOT MIND using "WASHBURN LETTER" style - as we have plenty of LONG ENVELOPES - but how to STAPLE them? So we are going to try using this "BOOKLET" METHOD and running the letters - sideways. That is NOT as easy as it sounds - as then we need a SPACE - one inch SPACE in the middle - so that means a lot of cutting up and pasting together. We just want you to understand some of our problems. And this explanation. BEFORE we started this paper we had to DECIDE. The "TABLOID" (MAGAZINE) METHOD is good - but that requires an entirely different TYPEWRITER-COMPUTER-TYPE-SETTER and an entirely different PRESS. We like these little BOOKLETS and have no plans to change. Unless we fall into a lot of money.

We have at times told you of the money we receive - but then for a time we receive VERY LITTLE - so we have our UPS and DOWNS. FOR YEARS we had to about match the money we received - with our own money. We now ran our bank account down from close to $25,000.00 from a sale of property - to down to about $10,000.00 left in spite of means sent in.

Now due to your GENEROSITY and also due to the realization that they were NOT going to give it to DAVENPORT or "SEARCHING" for "ARKS" - neither to the NOAH "ARK" nor the TEN COMMANDMENT (HIEBERT-DARLING) "ARK" - nor for facing to the "EAST" - so to obey ORIGINAL 1884 GC 337 to 339 (four pages LIFTED OUT of your GC 518). Let VANCE FERRELL and his MAURINE BURDEN explain that one away - four pages that tell us how SATAN is going to "SNARE" Adventists and how he is going to "KEEP THE MONEY IN OUR
OWN (SATAN'S) RANKS." 1884 GC 339. ("LEFT OUT of your GC 518.)

SO THEY INVENTED "REVELATION SEMINARS"


VERY DETAILED ACCOUNT in SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE - February 1987. p.4,19. By KERMIT NETTEBURG - BRUCE WRENN - SLIMEN SALIBA - ROGER DUDLEY - and FLOYD BRESEE. BLACK "CLUSTERS" - "MIXED BAG" - "EASTERN AFRICA" - "THIRD WORLD" - coming in with NO CHANGE - merely for POLITICAL REASONS and are taking over the REINS of CONTROL! and are going to tell the WHITES - how to spend THEIR MONEY...HALF the Adventist World now keeps SUNDAY! Did Ellen White PREDICT it? GC 608.

I HAVE BEEN SAYING - that HALF the membership in North America is going OUT - each YEAR! So before anyone else catches up to me - NO. That is NOT what that was saying. HALF the membership INCREASE is going OUT - each year. So how many are going OUT in North America - depends on how many are coming IN - each year. And we do not have those figures. At this time.

THE TRIP

We woke up - 5:00 a.m. - Wednesday April 15, 1987. From OSHAWA to TORONTO AIRPORT is close to a two-hour drive. And I was in CASTLEGAR AIRPORT in British Columbia - 3:05 p.m.
We left here (CASTLEGAR) April 9th to go east - 1:20 p.m. - and arrived TORONTO 10:02 p.m. - but we gained three hours. So to the others when it was 12:00 MIDNIGHT - to me it was only 9:00 p.m. I still had three hours to go. While they were sleepy. (It is customary to say "WE" even if I was alone.)

But on the way back - I lost three hours so it was a LONG DAY to MIDNIGHT. THE CONTINENT WAS DEAD. No GREEN anywhere - all BROWN.
But as we neared this "SUNSHINE VALLEY" – we began to see GREEN. GREEN GRASS and BLUE LITTLE FLOWERS peeking through. I suppose the grass is four to six inches in places. Right here by the walk – where I put from the local "PARTICLE BOARD" plant – to keep the grass from coming up under the walk – I put a layer of "Parta-board." They say it is not poison – must not be if the GRASS grows so well – not trusting my guess – I measured it – yes, it was up to two feet high! Most of it one foot high. THE APRICOT TREES in full bloom. Now is the danger if we get a bad FROST – might not have any. Last year the little blossoms all froze. Once the little fruit is on – it can take a severe frost without hurting it. But in between time is the danger.

We hit some TURBULENCE as we neared CASTLEGAR and the big "767" – that holds 180 passengers – the wing tips were flapping as much as over a foot – up and down – they flew above the clouds to get away from it. Had to warn us twice.

The last night one of the lady’s phoned – what did I mean if the Adventists "CATCH UP" to us? I think I should reply like PASTOR RICHARD WURMBRAND when I heard and met him in the great "EVANGELICAL TABERNACLE" – Vancouver, B.C.

He used for his text – I thought it was in Acts – but it may have been Matt. 26:18 or Luke 10:30–33. Richard Wurmbrand learned this after fourteen years in SIBERIA.

**ACCORDING TO THIS BIBLE TEXT:**

A "CERTAIN" man in a "CERTAIN" place – WURMBRAND said he well understood why such a message was sent – the people would KNOW who he meant – but the AUTHORITIES would not KNOW. So to PROTECT the INNOCENT – they would not give the NAME nor the PLACE. So how many ASSASSINATIONS did the SDA LEADERS "PULL OFF" by this time? A "CERTAIN" Sister's sister was at a "CERTAIN" area in a "CERTAIN" State who went UNCONSCIOUS – and in an UNCONSCIOUS STATE was carried by a MENTAL CASE who had just been temporarily released from a "CERTAIN" insane asylum – and carried this certain Sister's Sister into a certain Adventist Hospital...

PASTOR RICHARD WURMBRAND EXPOSING the ADVENTISTS who would "HEIL HITLER" in order to save their lives – the SAME ADVENTISTS would praise the GOD–HATING COMMUNIST
GOVERNMENTS in RUMANIA – in RUSSIA – "I was in jail and ye visited me not..." WURMBRAND asked if Adventists are carrying out what ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED? Then added: "If I were an Adventist, I would LEAVE the Church... (because the Adventist Leaders gave a FALSE REPORT as to "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY" under the REDS)... for siding with COMMUNIST STOOGES (the very name we gave them!)... I would also RETAIN my TITHES (for MISUSING such FUNDS to travel to Communist lands and bring back a FALSE REPORT.)

Then KNOWING these Adventists and how they can STRIKE BACK like a "Generation of Vipers" – DARING them to print this letter – which we printed at the time – we do not keep such things – we print them and send them out – and turn to other things – but if you saw that WURMBRAND LETTER did you notice it was "SIGNED IN HIS ABSENCE." Did he step out of the room so some one else could sign it? And is that why we write letters and do not sign them? We learned from WURMBRAND'S EXPERIENCE! As we continue:

This certain Sister's sister was revived in the certain hospital in this certain city – and seemed quite well but then was needled by the doctors to STATE if she was OPPOSED to the CHURCH or NOT – but she held her ground – and just before her sister came there all across the country and also a certain Minister from another country to the North – as the Doctors left her room she went into CONVULSIONS and never recovered... as we went to a JUDGE for what RIGHTS do we have to visit her – and he said he is WAITING to take after those people... and told us to walk in – allowed or not allowed – which we did. We talked to her and asked her to SQUEEZE my hand if she UNDERSTOOD – SHE DID...

IT WAS HER LAST MOVE – she not only "SQUEEZED" my hand – I felt her gather strength as she GRIPPED my hand in a vise-grip. We called her our "BLUELY" – her singing is on some tapes. She was our MARTYR. One of them.

SHE WAS ABLE TO SAY "GOOD-BYE" TO US –

To the lady that asked: "WHAT DID YOU MEAN?" – I am sending some "VIM" Magazine reprints – I am sorry I put out some very poor ones in the past – but now that Ann DeMichael sent me a clear copy – and now that we can XEROX directly on the "Gold-back" Master – to make a "PAPER PLATE" –
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(which is actually plastic) - this copy of "VIM" is clear. We will probably send some out with TAPES.

DR. RAYMOND A. EVANS, D.C., N.D., Sc.D, LL.B. - (read what he said) - shortly after - the editor of "VIM" - W.W. LINDSEY, wrote me and said at a CHIROPRACTIC CONVENTION - Dr. Evans told him he never felt better in his life -

Ten or fifteen minutes later he was found dead in a phone-booth - they had a hard time to pry his body out. MANY MORE would talk like that - so "TERROR" is applied as history is repeated. As we begin reading "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" - and we watch for the words: "PAGANISM" and "HEATHENISM" - which we thought was largely "WOMEN" and their wiles with "TEMMATION" - we better wake up that they INADED and CONTROLLED the CHURCH - by FORCE OF ARMS.

Go inch by inch as you read the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 41,43,46, 51,52,54,55,56,57. "HEATHEN RULERS" led the persecution (p.41) - PRISON-TORTURE-FIRE-SWORD-IMAGES-IDOLATRY-RITES-IDOLS (XMASS & EASTER) - by SATAN (the DRAGON) uniting with "THE CHURCH" - it took this "UNION" to form ROMANISM, (p.43) - the "SWORD" (p.46) - the SAME as "THE CHURCH OF TODAY" conforming to "THE WORLD." (p.49.) "THE MAN OF SIN" was the "HEAD OF THE CHURCH" - CON- STANTINE was NOT a ROMANIST but a "HEATHEN" - "PAGAN" - who FORCED the Venerable Day of the Sun by FIRST keeping EASTER (p.51-57) - and SUNDAY-KEEPING was "ANOTHER STEP." (p.55) -

THE IMAGE - will LOSE the SPIRIT and POWER of God as they take the SAME "STEPS" - (your GC 443) - those who go "STEP BY STEP" with them also take the "LAST STEP" - as there are "STEPS" to Christ - so there are "STEPS" to PERDI- TION. T5:81. (1) Give up the "TESTIMONIES" - T4:211. SM 1:48. SM 2:78. (2) Go by the Bible "ALONE!" as an EXCUSE. (3) Then give that up to go by HEATHENISM & PAGANISM & BABYLON "ALONE!" T4:211. GC 471-3.

BACK TO THOSE "BABYLON" STATEMENTS - put into TM 15 to 62 in the COMPILED TM in 1923 to meet German "REFORM." And found to be such a perfect WEAPON to use to this day. "THE CHURCH" with ELLEN WHITE still leading it in 1893 - NOT ONE of those "BABYLON" statements was FUTURE TENSE - every one was PAST or PRESENT (1893)
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TENSE and was directed at ONE MAN - Brother "S" - too deceitful to tell you this was "BROTHER STANTON."

THEY DID THE SAME when she wrote against URIAH SMITH or DANIELS or some other FAVORITE of theirs - but when it was an ENEMY of theirs - such as BALLenger-CANRIGHT-KELLOGG - then they left the name in.

AN ELDER HOLDING "GENERAL CONFERENCE" CREDENTIALS told me that in this 1923 period - a GERMAN "REFORM" Minister came to America with the claim that the Adventist Church was "BABYLON" as she threw their hat into KIASER BILL'S RING in 1914 - and fingered those who did not go along with the UNION of CHURCH and STATE - had them SHOT! When they did the SAME for CATHOLIC ADOLPH HITLER - they kept better track and said 200 were SHOT - but in 1914 to 1918 they did not know how many.

A CHURCH ALONE is NEVER a "BABYLON" - it has to be a UNION of CHURCH and STATE. So certainly the "CHURCH" was not "BABYLON" in 1893 - neither was the ROMISH CHURCH the "BABYLON" of Rev. 14 in 1844. "The term "BABYLON"...It cannot be the ROMISH CHURCH which is here meant; for THAT CHURCH has been in a fallen condition for MANY CENTURIES!" 1884 GC 232. (Footnote reference she was NOT the Rev. 14:8 "BABYLON!")

THE ADVENTIST CHURCH is not "BABYLON" and just as decisively the ROMISH CHURCH was not "BABYLON" in 1844. How did they fix that up? Will you ask VANCE FERRELL? How much did they "IMPROVE" it by adding ONE WORD - ??? "...it cannot refer to the Roman Church "ALONE!" Your GC 383. WONDERFUL "IMPROVEMENT!" SELF-CONTRADICTION! AMBIGUOUS! No wonder all the leading men told BARNHOUSE she CONTRACTS HERSELF! Or as PAXTON put it - she marches DETERMINEDLY in BOTH DIRECTIONS on ANY SUBJECT! SM 1:48. SM 2:78.

THIS GERMAN MINISTER (so I was told by this GENERAL CONFERENCE ELDER) - would take a hotel room and his secretary would take the next room - and since she had all the records when they had visitors and had to "PROVE" something - they would go back and forth from one room to the other. Thinking nothing of it. One weekend this girl went about 200 miles to visit some relatives...
While there in that big city she attended the church. It was LONGACRE who WARNED the church of these TWO "OFF-SHOOTS" and IMPOSTERS who were coming around putting on a PIOUS MASK while living as man and wife.

This lady made her way to intercept LONGACRE and informed him she was that "GIRL" and unless he APOLOGIZED as FULLY as he EXPOSED her — she would take legal action. He REFUSED.

**IT CAME TO LAW:**

THE LONGACRE GANG-UP had a whole bunch of tramps there who took oath they had lined up to go into her room — the evidence was so convincing that her own lawyer was ASHAMED to look at her. The girl fainted — passed out two or three times.

**THEN SHE ASKED:**

her lawyer to ask the court to have her examined. The lawyer almost did not want to do it — but FINALLY did. The judge appointed the head of the UNIVERSITIES MEDICAL DEPARTMENT to conduct the investigation.

This being such a "Hot Potato" — the head of the Medical Dept. was in NO WAY going to do it himself — so he called in the WHOLE MEDICAL CLASS — PROFESSORS and INTERNS included. then they came to court.

**THIS GIRL HAD NEVER KNOWN A MAN.**

THE LONGACRE GANG-UP did EXACTLY as shown in EW 69,70 and many other references — the last gasp of a lost cause — ASSASSINATE and SLANDER the "CHARACTER" — that is why ELLEN WHITE wrote in all prior references to TM 15. "...the CHURCH of Christ, enfeebled and defective as it may BE!" TM 15. **ALL ORIGINAL REFERENCES said: "APPEAR."** They may "APPEAR" that way to men and devils — but they certainly would not "BE" that way. ORIGINAL ARA 432. RH 2:263. T5:135. TM 40,42. "SPECIAL" TM 143. (Out of print.)

**JUST LIKE LONGACRE and his GANG — made these "OFF-SHOOTS" APPEAR THAT WAY — but they certainly were NOT GUILTY.** The whole medical class could testify to that. Her HYMEN was intact.
You know - there will be those who will use all the VENOM of their being to DENOUNCE this EXPOSÉ by this MINISTER with General Conference Credentials - (or our repeating it) so as to draw away attention from WHAT HAPPENED! What THEY do is ALWAYS excusable - what WE do is not. This Minister said the HEAD DOCTOR leaned over and said to the Judge in a whisper: "I could not get two fingers in..." I hope you will MAKE SURE before you believe THEM! (About ANYTHING!)

"PREPARATION FOR THE END" - also called: "...in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD." EW 69. Eze. 13:5. "...those who CLAIM to be "ADVENTISTS" but who REJECT the "PRESENT" TRUTH, and saw that they were CRUMBLING...in the GATHERING (SEALING) TIME..." EW 69.

IN A TIME WHEN THEY WILL


(This is the finest list ever compiled to show that Adventists will end up keeping SUNDAY - sorry - I did not take time to double-check this list. Pick the ones you can use.)

(You want them ALL? There are at least 20 more!)

IT IS IN THIS TIME:

they will be: "AS THE STORM APPROACHES, a large class... JOIN the ranks of the OPPOSITION ("WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...the DEVIL!)...They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their FORMER BRETHREN...these APOSTATES...ACCUSE." GC 608. "SLANDER!" EW 69.

FOR AN EXAMPLE:

If this Elder's report was TRUE - expect such things as this LONGACRE "CHARACTER ASSASSINATION." This Elder said this was the year they SUDDENLY started "HARVEST IN-GATHERING" in the SPRING or SUMMER - because they did not have enough MONEY to pay the DAMAGES. It was said a SYNDICATE of JEWISH NEW YORK LAWYERS came to this
"REFORM" MINISTER and girl and urged them to place the case in their hands and they would get them TEN TO TWENTY TIMES "THE DAMAGES". But this Reform Minister was supposed to have REFUSED because it would come out of the funds of God's people and they did not want that - this MINISTER and this GIRL - DISAPPEARED. There are a great many others that DISAPPEARED at a very convenient time. Three or four "SPIES" were sent here to evaluate "HOEHN" - one was a MACHINE GUNNER from HITLER'S ARMY. I played with BULLETS in my hand as I talked to him...I believe the reports that went in to the HOLY SEE in Washington, D.C. - were that "HOEHN" is so CRAZY - no one will listen to him.

CRAZY AS A FOX!

I had to listen to a tape made at our meetings at the McCoy Ranch, Oakhurst, California - I had to listen again and again before I caught on to what he was saying. That he SPECIALIZED in calling "OFFSHOOTS" BACK and how he spoke to LARGE CHURCHES as to HOW to do it. WHO speaks to "LARGE CHURCHES" unless he can flash special credentials to be given the platform?

April 18, 1987. Phone call from Dr. G. B. HENSON, D.C. Was not able to obtain his tickets in time - would have liked to be there at the OSHAWA, CANADA closed meetings. Wishes us all well. OSBORNE and SPEARS (and GROTHEER) are all debating the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE and is this the "SEALING?" And is this the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY?"

"FROM!"

ONE TRUTH: If the Laodiceans "FINISH" the work and give the alleged "LOUD CRY!" - that would be a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY!" - "FROM!" the Laodiceans - but it is not "FROM!" the Laodiceans but: "...TO!" the Laodiceans!" T1:181. And given by "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" Tell VANCE FERRELL and MAURINE BURDEN that this was LEFT OUT of EW 269 but FOUND in T1:179. RH 1:32. SM 2:162,218. TM 112.

"LEFT!"

ANOTHER TRUTH: It is in this time that the Holy Angels BACK OFF and "LEAVE" those who make "NO EFFORT!" or are the "DO-NOTHINGS!" and "KNOW-NOTHINGS!"
"COULDN'T CARE LESS!"

Or as TIME is closing up find three "SOMES" in the "SHAKING" (SEALING) CHAPTER. Put a circle around these three "SOMES" Color the FIRST one in RED - as these will be SEALED. Color the next TWO in BLACK or BLUE - as these will be LOST. And WHY they will be LOST - because they were "CARELESS and INDIFFERENT" and made "NO EFFORT!"

AND: "THE ANGELS OF GOD "LEFT" THESE...the ANGELS "LEFT" those who made "NO EFFORT!" T1:180,181. So no matter by what "NAME!" they call themselves - in these final hours those who are ALARMED at where the CHURCH and the WORLD are Heading - will be SEALED in T1:181. (Divide the page in ten sections - and you will find them in Section 9,10.) (In EW 271 - top of page 271.)

THEN TO FIND THE TWO "SOMES" - that are NOT "SEALED" - find these BLACK and BLUE ones in the following "LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter - T1:187 (8-10) ...for the first time in the history of the world on such a large scale - a people fully POSSESSED and under "...the "CONTROL" of EVIL ANGELS." T1:187. T5:211-2. EW 44. RH 1:233,238. T1:345,204,214, 299,343. SG 3:26; 4:29,55,149. 1884 GC 336,426,432,441.

TO PROTECT THE SEALED SAINTS IN THIS TIME: You read it in T1:181. EW 271. Their angel guard is "DOUBLED!" Praise God! THE LAODICEANS CANNOT TOUCH THEM! No matter how hard they try! This is "GOOD!"

THE LAODICEANS will be kind to anybody and his dog - but hold ETERNAL HATRED for any "OFFSHOOTS" as they give them the EVIL EYE. But will BEMEAN themselves to write:

"WHAT I LIKE ABOUT..." started, I am ASHAMED to say - by a Canadian about twenty-five years ago. We were waiting to see when they would get around to saying "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...[the DEVIL] " -

HERE IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SOME young Minister or writer to gain INSTANT ATTENTION to write a paper or series of papers on:
"WHAT I DON'T LIKE ABOUT..."

As a sample: "What I don't like about the "LUTHERANS!"

LUTHER was highly honored by God because in breaking away from the traditions of ROMANISM and PAGANISM and APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM - he set aside the "WINE" of Babylon in the: "...another INVENTION of PAGANISM, which Rome named "PURGATORY..." GC 58. "Oh, dreadful "BLAS-PHEMY!" GC 536. (357).

Romans 1:18-25,32; 2:24. 2 Tim. 2:26; 3:1-7. 2 Peter 2:10-22. Rev. 13:5,6. "...driven to "INSANITY!" GC 545. (365). "...writhing in the FLAMES of "HELL"...Oh, solemn MOCKERY! SHAMEFUL IMPEACHMENT...The theory of the IMMORTALITY of the soul was one of the FALSE DOCTRINES that ROME, borrowing from PAGANISM, incorporated into the religion of CHRISTENDOM. MARTIN LUTHER classed it with the "MONSTROUS FABLES that form part of the Roman dunghill of DECRETALS." GC 549. GCE 176. GC 536,545,549. FOOT-NOTES from PETAVEL, E., "THE PROBLEM OF IMMORTALITY," p. 255. (ed. 1892.) GC 588 (405-6).

WHAT I DO NOT LIKE ABOUT THE LUTHERANS:

That they "CALL" themselves "LUTHERANS" but do not follow "LUTHER!" Even as Dr. Raymond Evans wrote in "VIM" magazine in 1954 - who are "ADVENTISTS" following? NOT Ellen White! WHO are their MASTERS? For this he had to pay with his LIFE! WHO LED LUTHERANS BACK TO ROMISH-PAGAN "HELL" - "NUNS!" - "FORGIVING SIN" by their "PRIESTS" - this is what I do NOT LIKE about the "LUTHER-ANS!"

YOUNG MINISTERS:


"WHAT I DO NOT LIKE ABOUT SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!"

Nothing wrong in a DOZEN using that SAME TITLE - if you make a GOOD JOB of it. It is time you did. As Dr. Henson acting as a MISSIONARY and PHONING OSBORNE-SPEARS
and OTHERS - WHEN are they going to teach the TRUTH of
"GO YE OUT to meet Him! - ???" (Including VANCE
FERRELL!)

BACK TO LONGACRE: At the General Conference Session in
Cleveland, OHIO (1968) - they announced meetings in certain
chambers - "for Ministers ONLY!" They did not say SDA
MINISTERS ONLY!" So I attended. I sat behind

LONGACRE - he was busy ENTRANCING the one beside him of
how "GREAT" LONGACRE was as he THREATENED others with
"LAW!" and how successful he was...and I was right behind him
taking it all in...

BUT HE FORGOT to expand on how he led out in obtaining that
long list of NAMES all across NORTH AMERICA to counter that
"LOST DAY" in the "EASTMAN" CALENDAR - and came to the
DOOR of the U.S. CONGRESS - with a list of names I think it
was over half a mile long - with an army of helpers to put on
that "SHOW."

THEY WERE MET BY A CONGRESSMAN who asked LONGACRE if
he believes in "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY?" Oh, yes, of course! So
he asked him: "WHAT ABOUT THAT LITTLE GIRL FROM NEW
JERSEY - did you believe in "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY" for HER?"

THEN HE ADDED: "TAKE THESE THINGS AWAY!" This Minister
with General Conference Credentials who told me this - asked
me if I remember NO REPORT was ever issued for that BIG
SHOW with that long list of NAMES. We heard no more about
it. It was all stupid anyway - for there is NOT A HINT in any
TESTIMONIES of any "CHANGE OF CALENDAR" that would bring
about the "SUNDAY LAW!"

THE LORD had no trouble with the ROMANS until the JEWS
MADE IT! This history will be repeated. We will have NO
TROUBLE with the ROMAN (CATHOLICS) until: "I saw the
NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS
(T5:690) would BETRAY us to the CATHOLICS to obtain their
INFLUENCE to come against the truth. THE SAINTS WILL THEN
BE AN OBSCURE PEOPLE, LITTLE KNOWN to the CATHOLICS...
The CATHOLICS will give their power to the IMAGE of the
Beast...to DESTROY the SAINTS. (We believe this is AFTER the
DOOR of probation has been SHUT.) We believe they are NOT
called "SAINTS" until AFTER they are SEALED...so therefore:
"...BEFORE THEIR DECREE bring or bear fruit, the SAINTS will be DELIVERED by the "VOICE OF GOD!" Dorchester, Maine Vision. Oct. 23, 1850. MAGEN and SPAULDING p.1,2.

"WE!" are the "CLAY!" ROMANISM is the "IRON!" They "UNITE!" Brisbin 58. "GOING TO BC" p.124. Isa. 64:8. T1: 360-1. PK 431,503. MM 119 to 127,204-5. T8:187. BC 4:1168-9. FULL TEXT has NEVER been released!

IN THIS SAME GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION in Cleveland, Ohio - I was surrounded by a bevy of OHIO BEAUTIES - Ann DeMichael and her Sister - Madelyn Lewis and her Mother - and two or three others. AGAIN there was a meeting for "MINISTERS ONLY!" And again I slipped in a back seat -

THE LEADER said very STRICTLY - they had only so much TIME - if one took too much time - OTHERS would be LEFT OUT - as this meeting had to close on the DOT! The FIRST Minister - in giving his report and opinion of the question at hand - took about the five minutes allotted to each. The next one took about four minutes. The next took about six minutes. The next about four...everything was going smoothly when he called on:

NUSSBAUM - Religious Liberty - and there was his little poodle dog - MICHAEL of the CANADIAN UNION "PUBLIC RELATIONS" dept. As soon as they called on "NUSSBAUM" - I saw MICHAEL turn sideways in his seat and go into convulsions for he knew well what was coming...

NUSSBAUM cared NOTHING about TIME ALLOTMENT or who would be CUT OFF - he knew his report would be MORE IMPORTANT than anyone else's - and as the LEADER tried to LIMIT him - CANADIAN PUBLIC RELATIONS "MICHAEL" simply was BESIDE HIMSELF as he RIPPLED and QUIVERED and TWITTERED with LAUGHTER - the idea that ANYONE could limit NUSSBAUM!

HAD THE LEADER been aware of this - he could have called NUSSBAUM - LAST. Then let him TALK ON as everyone else LEFT! When certain ones were agitated that certain ones went to the POPE - "FIRST TIME IN HISTORY!"

We reprinted CANADIAN UNION "MESSENGER" proving that NUSSBAUM and MICHAEL - visited the POPE - SIX TIMES by 1952...MICHAEL following NUSSBAUM around like a faithful poodle -
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WE ALSO EXPOSED - (A) Seventh-day Adventist "PORK EATING LICENSE." (BRANSON June 24, 1954. R&H.) (B) SUNDAY-KEEPING PERMIT. IMAGE OF THE BEAST LICENSE. (F.D.N. From the EDITOR'S MAIL and WIND-BAG - R&H May 22, 1958) (C) PAGAN RITES FETISHISM. A bit of GREENERY at CHRISTMASTIME - "AN IDOL IS NOTHING!" (FDN R&H Dec. 6, 1956.)

ANOTHER PAPER - going to the WITCH DOCTORS OF AFRICA and SOUTH AMERICA to learn all about the VALUE of "BIOTOXICAL" (POISONOUS) REMEDIES! ONE MILLION DOLLARS and later TWO MILLION from the "FORD FOUNDATION" - for which NICHOLS THREATENED ME WITH "LAW!" But instead -

"When they feel the IRON GRASP (of the "LAW" of God!) taking hold of them..." EW 66. (From 65) (FDN & RDB.)

THE IRON GRASP of the LAW OF GOD took hold of NICHOLS on a VERY GOOD FRIDAY - as the avenging angel ripped open the AORTA and PUMPED his HEART DRY! He never threatened anyone again. I wonder what they found on his desk that day? What action was he about to take? We are STILL putting out those papers.

MORAL TO THIS STORY? The important thing is to be SEALED! We will NEVER be SEALED unless we show them "...ALL the ABOMINATIONS that be done" IN-THE-CHURCH!" - "MARK this point with CARE!" Eze. 9. T3:267. RH 2:49.

"BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not thus SEE...and BEGIN at my sanctuary...When a CRISIS FINALLY COMES...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND..." T3:267,271.

ARE WE TO KEEP THESE TRUTHS HIDDEN? That unless we "GO YE "OUT!" to meet Him!" There will be NO SEALING! Only a "SLAUGHTER!" T5:211-2. "The Angel is to place a MARK upon the FOREHEAD of all who are SEPARATED from SIN and SINNERS, and the DESTROYING ANGEL is to FOLLOW, to slay utterly both old and young." T5:505,511,211-2. DA 152. RH 2:255. SG 2:201. (And 100 more!)
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FEAR NOT ADVENTISTS who are SELLING OUT to BOLSHEVISM—ROMANISM—UNITED NATIONS—ECUMENICAL ONE-WORLD CHURCH—ILLUMINATI—"NEW AGE"—EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE—"BLUE LAW"—CONFEDERACIES—ADVENTISTS that SIT on their BOARDS and pay them DUES...keep their EASTER...and their CHRISTmass...and use and make — their POISON DRUGS...

THEY WILL BE POWERLESS TO HURT THE SAINTS — after they are SEALED. And they will NEVER be SEALED as long as they REFUSE to "FIND FAULT" with WILSON'S SELLING OUT to the world in every point — everything he touches turns to ASHES...if you do not see it — you are BLIND.

"But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of "ALL" those who do not thus "SEE!" T3:267.

ROGERITE "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT?

"ALL" rise up and give the "LOUD CRY?" — "Here we see that "THE CHURCH"...These "DUMB DOGS" — "ALL" perish TOGETHER!" T5:211-2. "The ABOMINATIONS for which the FAITHFUL ONES were SIGHING and CRYING... (about)... THE SEAL of God will be placed upon the foreheads of those "ONLY" who Sigh and Cry for the ABOMINATIONS...THIS SMALL REMNANT." T5:211. (Who can FAIL to UNDERSTAND THIS?)

DID I ANSWER THIS CERTAIN SISTER'S QUESTION? What about WILSON going with his LAWYERS to let the REDS know they are free to do what they want to the HUNGARIANS? They can do what they WANT in any other country controlled by COMMIES. They can do what they want to ADVENTISTS (in any other country) where they want to pass BLUE SUNDAY or any other LAWS — SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS with that "ANTI-CHRIST" in control — will NOT "STAND-IN-THE-WAY" — of any LAW — ANYWHERE! He will not raise one finger to stay any persecution ANYWHERE — not for his own people. Was that not VERY PLAIN in ENGLAND? Is this not the PATTERN for TOMORROW? Obtaining money under FALSE PRETENSES!

THE WATCHDOG DEVELOPED RUBBER TEETH and will only BITE and BARK and take a HUNK out of "DISSIDENTS" but to save his hide — will not DEFEND his OWN PEOPLE! Did the SOP have anything to say about THAT?
It is what some call "KARMA" the LAW above all LAWS - the LAW of RETRIBUTION. "As ye do unto others - SO shall it be done to you again - GOOD for GOOD - EVIL for EVIL - Good measure - pressed down, and running over."

THE JEWS found that out - they granted NO MERCY - so NO MERCY was shown to them in their UNHOLY CITY. GC 35. This history to be repeated with a VENGEANCE! "...will find NO SAFETY in ANY PLACE or POSITION." T8:50-1.

"It is IMPOSSIBLE but that OFFENSES come; but WOE unto him through whom they come!" Luke 17:1. As the BEAST - so the IMAGE! The BEAST sowed a crop and reaped it in the FRENCH REVOLUTION. The Adventist Priests and people stand by while their leaders sic the hounds of war on OTHERS - but will they ESCAPE? Or will they suffer ten times more than their people? I think of this every day. EW 282. GC 656.

They are now laying the groundwork for THOUSANDS if not MILLIONS to die for want of the LIGHT they have hidden from us. They will PAY the price - never fear. Also all who recommend "THEM" to an unsuspecting world. VANCE CHANGED THE BOOKS - the ORIGINAL BOOKS DID NOT SAY who the people of God were! They left that: "...to the Angels of God, and NOT committed into the hands of ANY MAN!"

TM 47.

THINK OF THIS: COL in 1900 took from p.405 to 408 to tell us: "For a time there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them (between WISE and FOOLISH)." COL 408 (419). TO SEE THE DIFFERENCE it takes a "SUDDEN!" and "UNLOOKED FOR!" - "CRISIS!" "FACE to FACE with DEATH!" COL 412 (421).

ELLEN WHITE says "ALL!" - who STAY with THAT "CHURCH" - THE "LEADERSHIP" - as 25% go "OUT!" each five years - 395,000 from 1970 to 1975. Are these "ALL" no good? Even those with 20 to 30 year membership?

As they SEE and BELIEVE what VANCE FERRELL WRITES - the "OMEGA" occurring, and they can STOMACH it no more...and MAURINE BURDEN says: "HEY! they will "ALL" be CONVERTED!" Or so ROGERS promises with his "WILL ROSS" STATEMENT! About as DUMB a thing ever pulled off on any people.

ELLEN WHITE: "THE ANCIENT MEN..."PEACE AND SAFETY" is the
CRY FROM...These DUMB DOGS that would not bark..."ALL" perish TOGETHER!" T5:211.

WILL ROSS: NO! NO! NO! "ALL!" rise up and give the "LOUD CRY!" So VANCE CHANGED THE BOOKS! Put in a list telling us "WHO" they ARE! "We are NOT to say WHAT constitutes the WHEAT, and WHAT the TARES...The WORK of SEPARATION is given to the (SEALING) ANGELS of God, and NOT committed into the hands of ANY "MAN!" TM 47. RH 3:79. T5:81,136, 334. DA 656. T3:113-6,316. SG 2:282. 1 Cor. 4:5.

BEFORE 1900 COL we had RH Oct. 31, 1899. After Matt. 25:1–13 one of the FIRST things it said: "APPARENTLY there was NO DIFFERENCE between the WISE and the five that were FOOLISH." But VANCE knows the DIFFERENCE - he knows WHO they are! When it takes a "CRISIS" to show them up! When the JUDGMENTS of Earth will be "REVERSED!" And VANCE will be OVERWHELMED with SURPRISE as the Lord comes to "...ASSEMBLE the OUTCASTS!" Isa. 11:12; 37:31; 65:5; 56:8. Jer. 8:2; 11:23. Psa. 147:2. RH 5:398; 6:186. Eze. 6:..

"...a very SMALL REMNANT." PK 324. "...the FEEBLE REMNANT." PK 460-1. "...the REMNANT that is ESCAPED of the House of Judah ...that ESCAPED OUT..." PK 360-1. "...REFORMERS!" PK 678. "DESPISED REMNANT." T5:475. RH 5:387. "...GATHER the REMNANT CHURCH from among the NATIONS." PK 728. "...hath SURPRISED the HYPOCRITES!" PK 725. "...50,000 strong!" PK 559. "...144,000." PK 591. "...50,000." PK 598. "These promises were CONDITIONAL." PK 704. "SPIRITUAL ISRAEL...FLEE OUT!...WITHDRAW from SPIRITUAL BABYLON!" PK 714-5.

WHO WANTS TO SAY – WHO THEY ARE – ??? What if you JUDGE - "DEAD WRONG!" What if the HARLOTS and PUBLIC-ANS go into the kingdom - "BEFORE YOU!" ONE THING FOR SURE: Those who "...are not QUICK to discern the DIFFERENCE!" (IS BECAUSE): "...both tracks may seem to be ONE to MINDS which are NOT worked by the Holy Spirit." SM 1:202.

TRY IT - !!!

TRY to give a message like this - TRY to set SELF aside - TRY to WARN God’s people that they will have to "FLEE!" into the "ISOLATED PLACES!" before this is over – and do two things:
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(1) PREPARE the believers for what if coming on the earth and in the church...

(2) WARN them of the CHANGED BOOKS - where the ORI-
NAL 1884 GC said the destruction of JERUSALEM - the
DESTRUCTION of the "SABBATARIAN" people will be
REPEATED - PROVE it by:

GC 36,22,25,393,614. (BEFORE we PROVED it DOUBLE - from
the ORIGINAL - but our notes are from the ORDINARY GC and
because FEW have the 1884 - we still use your GC and:)
T1:190,204. T4:167. T3:267. T5:76-8,81,208-212,753,463,
MB 79-81. (INDEX: "JERUSALEM."

AT THE McCoy RANCH, OAKHURST, CALIFORNIA. Bro.
BOOKER (A Black) called for "ALL" these references and right
after it went over the air and in writings everywhere. But can
those "SEE" who have "TRADITIONAL!" blinders on? And only
get MADDER and MADDER until they BURST OUT: "NO ONE
was CONVERTED by CONDEMNING them!"

REPLY: How do THEY know? When they are NOT CONVERTED
- YET! And will not be until the Seven Last Plagues! It took
us YEARS to reply to that LAODICEAN SLUR - but we can give
you the answer in MINUTES! 200 "CONDEMN" statements LEFT
OUT of that ODOM INDEX!

"CONDEMN!"

(I forgot to hand this out at OSHAWA - we will put some in
with TAPES.) (We should print some more.) (LIKE ABRAHAM:)
"THE FRIEND OF GOD." Such men APPROVE that which God
APPROVES and CONDEMN that which He CONDEMS."
T4:615.

"Those who by UNWISE SYMPATHY ENCOURAGE men in
REBELLION when their SELF-LOVE is SMARTING beneath
MERITED REPROOF are NOT the "FRIENDS OF GOD", the
REPROVER." T4:180.

"...CHARMED by the FLATTERING MESSAGES of the CORRUPT
PRIESTS. Their (WILL ROSS STATEMENT) PREDICTION of
PROSPERITY was more PLEASING than the message of the
TRUE PROPHET, who counseled REPENTANCE and SUBMISSION
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...to TURN from their ERRORS and OBEY the Lord. Those who seek to CLOAK SIN...may expect the RETRIBUTIVE WRATH OF GOD." (PREDICTION! Will we see it come TRUE?) T4:185.

WE HAVE SEEN - AGAIN and AGAIN - if you call a bunch of LAODICEAN RIFF-RAFF together who know only LAODICEAN TRADITION and haven't got enough brains to get a headache - and just want "LOVE, UNITY, and KISSES." (Like JEZEBEL and JUDAS) - as do the HOLY HELL-PRIESTS ALSO:

"LOVE is dwelt upon as the chief attribute of God...PLEASING BEWITCHING FABLES...IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, in their own strength, to break away...following in the steps of "LEARNED" men; and by their reluctance to INVESTIGATE FOR THEMSELVES." Like the PHARISEES who followed CHRIST and HIS APOSTLES around - NEVER giving in to ONE IOTA OF TRUTH, but WAITING and WATCHING for something to fasten on - so as to turn the people AWAY from the TRUTH - WATCH for these devils at EVERY MEETING! God will show them up as He promises to do (SG 2:201,261,276) T1:100. But for a while they may flourish - but, never fear, God will keep His Word:

"DEVILISH...as an Angel of LIGHT. He APPEALS to...ELEVATING THEMES...ENRAPTURING SCENES; and he enlists the affections by his ELOCUTIVE PORTRAYALS of "LOVE" and "CHARITY!"

(While the same MIND - entertains "HELL-TORMENT" THEORIES and will NOT be CONVERTED (or only HALF CONVERTED) to the TRUTH! WAIT AWHILE AND FIND:)

(They may not be "BABYLON" but they preach so much LIKE "BABYLON" that in 1969 in RH Dec. 18 - they VOTED to teach "IN COMMON" with BABYLON and they had fallen SO LOW that NOT ONE was heard to OBJECT to preach JUST-LIKE-THE-WORLD. 1970 they GRADUATED to the "MAXWELL BOOK" - another GIANT LEAP into the lap of Satan and bringing forth accordingly so that in 1987 they are lapping away at the poodle dog dish - WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...") This will end up:

"SATAN beguiles men now as he beguiled Eve..."Ye shall be as gods"...SPIRITUALISM teaches..."EACH MIND will JUDGE itself, and not another:...("SEE TO YOUR WINS, BROTHER!"..."The JUDGMENT will be RIGHT, because it is the JUDGMENT OF SELF...The THRONE is WITHIN you."
...("I AM SAVED!")...MULTITUDES eagerly accept teachings that leave them at liberty to obey the promptings of the CARNAL HEART. The reins of SELF-CONTROL are laid on the neck of LUST, the powers of mind and soul are made subject to the ANIMAL propensities, and SATAN exultingly sweeps into his net THOUSANDS who "PROFESS" to be followers of Christ." GC 558,554,556. Ev. 597. (Could YOU write like that?) "LIKE BALAAM - ADVENTIST MINISTERS will be the FIRST TO FALL." TM 447. Be OPPOSED to building a CHARACTER...WANT "CHARACTER" given as a "GIFT" - led by HEPPENSTALL-BRINSMEAD and FORD - it is the "NEW THEOLOGY." No "WORK" - no "LIFETIME" to BUILD a "CHARACTER." "...putting ROTTEN TIMBERS in their CHARACTER-BUILDING... which will decide them to be UNFIT to enter the mansions above." TM 446-7.

"The RULERS and the LEADING MEN were among the FIRST to transgress..." PP 454. "...similar to that of JUDAS." PP 452.

THEY WILL NOT WANT THIS AT ALL!

"The POPULAR SINS and INDULGENCES of our day should be CONDEMNED and PRACTICAL GODLINESS ENFORCED!" T4:396.

"WE, as workers, must be UNITED in frowning down and CONDEMNING EVERYTHING that bears the LEAST APPROACH to EVIL." T5:592. 1889.

"IT IS NOT ENOUGH"
to merely "PROFESS" ("FAITH ALONE!" GC 471) "PROFESS" to "BELIEVE" the truth. All the soldiers of the cross of Christ virtually obligate themselves to ENTER THE CRUSADE against the adversary of souls, to "CONDEMN" wrong and sustain RIGHTEOUSNESS." T3:254. (And 200 more!)

KEEP AHOELD OF YOUR WIFE'S HAND: When some of these "LOVE!" and especially "LOVE UNLIMITED!" preachers are around. God has a little present for them - it is called "AIDS!" "SYPHILIS" has DOUBLED in the last five or six years. "HERPES" that we heard so much about a few years ago and practically NOTHING - lately. HALF the population has it - ¾'s of them do not know it. You will find that RIGHT THERE where we tracked down the "UNLIMITED LOVE" preachers -

UNDER "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER:
"POPULAR THEOLOGIANS" (551) - "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS" (552) - (By Adventist preachers. TM 409.) "WONDERS" (553) - "LOVE!" (554) - "PASSIONS!" (555) - "LIBERTY!" (556) - "NO MATTER HOW WICKED YOU ARE!" (557) - (Shove that into FIRST PAGE of TM 15 - no matter how "DEFECTIVE" they may "BE!" NOT in ORIGINAL!) - PLEASING-BEWITCHING-FABLES-ALLURING-SPELL-ENSNARED" (558) - "THE SINS WHICH MULTITUDES LOVE!" (559) - "Just before us is the HOUR of TEMPTATION!" (PHILADELPHIA will be "KEPT!" in this HOUR!" AA 588. Rev. 3:10. GC 619. RH 3:44. T5:297.)

SOME - who will NOT be kept in the "Hour of TEMPTATION" - because "NOTHING can arouse their FEARS." GC 561. "THE WHOLE WORLD will be SWEPT into the ranks of this DELUSION ...to be AWAKENED ONLY by the (PLAGUES-HAIL-SCOURGE)..." GC 562 (379). A WORLDWIDE "PESTILENCE" in the SEALING TIME. LEFT OUT of EW 48 but found in PT 32. RH 1:11. How glad we should be to KNOW what we FACE and not be taken "UNAWARES!" "WATCH!" and be "READY!"

AFTER OSHAWA - 1987. (This is now April 25, 1987.) This is ten days since we came home. It has taken this long to collect our thoughts. Every time we have ever had a meeting - we have had agents of the church to stand up and DEFY what we have said. And then FOLLOW that with a "Peace and Safety" message to tranquilize them BACK into the old tradition. Christ Himself was not able to break that pattern. When the MOB got started - even those He had healed - yelled: "Crucify Him! Crucify Him!"

THERE IS ONE DIFFERENCE

If we are right - about the time in which we are living - AS IF - and WHEN - the SEALING STARTS - the "SLAUGHTERING" starts. "But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER of "ALL" those who do not thus SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary...When a CRISIS finally comes...their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the right kind..." T3:267,271. Ezekiel 9:....

A PREVIEW

We have a preview in the experience of JEREMIAH. T4:164 to 185. My notes show this has been CHANGED from ST 1:131 to 132. But we will take it from T4:....
"The Lord gave JEREMIAH a message of REPROOF...JEREMIAH then PREDICTED the CAPTIVITY of the JEWS...in these days He has instituted NO NEW PLAN to preserve the PURITY of His people...He PREDICTED the DANGERS before them...DIMINISHING NOT A WORD...(whether they like it or do not like it.) T4:164-6.

THIS IS SUPPOSED TO GIVE US AN EXAMPLE

of what to expect now. As ANDREASEN said in one of his books - there is always a FIGHT - between the PROPHETS that God sends, and the PRIESTS of the church.

(A) The PROPHETS WARN - as in the case of MOSES-CHRIST - and other PROPHETS like ELIJAH. Just about that time...

(B) The PRIESTS, also called "FALSE PROPHETS" try to reassure the people and the King - by promising them "PROSPERITY" - "Smooth Things...Deceit" - "Peace and Safety" - to what ELLEN WHITE unceremoniously calls "the CLAMORING of the RABBLE!" T4:166-8.

(C) It is EASY to call them a "RABBLE" way back there - but not so easy if they are RELATIVES or FRIENDS or CHURCH MEMBERS - or CHURCH LEADERS. Who with one voice cried: "THIS MAN IS WORTHY TO DIE." T4:1467. We had that at OSHAWA - there was no greater HATRED exemplified by those who wanted to crucify Christ. You would hope that some would SILENCE the LOUD MOUTH and the EMPTY BRAIN - but not so -and why not so - ???

FROOM TRADITION

40 years of FROOM - 1933 - 1973 - PRESIDENTS of CONFERENCES could come and go - but FROOM went on FOREVER. He filled this church with specious TRADITION that if you have roaring "SUCCESS" - it has to be the "HOLY SPIRIT" that indites it. Thus this whole church looked for SUCCESS as a "SIGN" that the alleged "HOLY SPIRIT" was with it. FAILURE meant "EVIL SPIRIT."

So a Minister that could bring in "NUMBERS" was for SURE led by the "HOLY SPIRIT." No matter what a LIE that was - it became STANDARD "ADVENTIST" BAROMETER for a SIGN that the "HOLY SPIRIT" was with it.

ACCORDING TO THAT BAROMETER - only "SUCCESS" would GAUGE the work of a minister.
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So if any RAISED a DISTURBANCE at a meeting - it HAD to be the SPEAKER'S FAULT.

THEN CHRIST WAS WRONG AND ALL HIS DISCIPLES -

Read the history of RELIGION - read the "GREAT CONTROVERS" - all the saints there ever were - the WALDENSES - WYCLIFFE - HUSS - JEROME - LUTHER - the REFORMATION - TYNDAL - KNOX - LATIMER - ALL of them CAUSED TUMULT and a RIOT - PAUL-PETER-JOHN THE BAPTIST-JOHN THE REVELATOR - ALL of them were WRONG - WRONG - WRONG!

IF THE OLD FOOL - "FROOM" WAS RIGHT!

ALWAYS and ALWAYS and ALWAYS - the messengers of TRUTH brought about a DIVISION - and so it will be to the END. "THE GOSPEL of Christ CANNOT be preached without OFFENSE." GC 165 (139).

NO OFFENSE - NO GOSPEL.

In one of the "BIBLE CONFERENCES" some of the Ministers - ONE ESPECIALLY - said he could preach on the "MARK OF THE BEAST" to CATHOLICS - without OFFENSE. So they were BOASTING how they had WATERED DOWN the Third Angel's Message so they could preach it - without OFFENSE! They found the SECRET that Christ Himself had not found - they KILLED HIM! "Not all our Ministers who are giving "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" really understand what constitutes THAT MESSAGE!...THE WATCHMEN ARE ASLEEP...is crying "PEACE and SAFETY"...this agitation will all die down." Thus he virtually DENIES the MESSAGE sent from God, and the WARNING...FAILS to do its work. The TRUMPET...gives no CERTAIN SOUND, and the people do not PREPARE for the BATTLE...their BLOOD shall be required at his hand...Let us show the people where we are in PROPHETIC HISTORY and seek to AROUSE the spirit of TRUE PROTESTANTISM...AWAKE, for the END is NEAR." T5:715-6. (Do we need 100 more?)

YOU THINK WE ARE SO DUMB - we do not know that if we preach a "Peace and Safety" message - to PLEASE the CARNAL yet in their sins - it will cause NO UPSET?

WE HAVE SEEN IT 100 TIMES - WE COUNTER OLD FROOM or URIAH SMITH TRADITION - show that it is as WRONG as the DEVIL that inspires them - and some LAODICEAN UPSTART can
come AFTER in the SAME HOUSE — and TRANQUILIZE them —
SOOTH—SAY them — sling the word — "HOLY SPIRIT" around —
and the OLD TRADITION will sweep them off their feet. You
must not cause an UPSET — or you must have what they are so
free to call the "WRONG SPIRIT!" So they sit back — WHY did
you not do it THIS WAY — why did you not stroke their fur the
RIGHT WAY?

PEOPLE WE NEVER KNEW — never saw before — SATAN saw to
it that TROUBLE would come in the HOME — we did not know
the CIRCUMSTANCES — did not know the other party — but we
were to MOLLY—CODDLE them — tell them they were RIGHT!

And have some BUSY—BODY in the BACKGROUND — he should
have done it THIS WAY — or he should have done it THAT WAY!
If BUSY—BODY KNEW how it should be done — WHY did she not
exercise her great SUPERIORITY and DO IT! If she knows HOW!
to assuage something that had been going on FOR YEARS. But
they expect — as does the MAXWELL BOOK — for some one to
come on the scene and CALM the troubled waters. YOU THINK
we do not KNOW how much HEART—ACHE is being CAUSED?
You think we do not FEEL their PAIN? It was EASIER for Christ
to still the troubled WAVES of the SEA — than to quiet HUMAN
EMOTIONS.

MAXWELL draws a picture for STUPID ADVENTISTS to EXPECT,
if he has enough CHARISMA — to put everyone at EASE and at
PEACE — but those who read that BEDTIME STORY BOOK —
FORGOT one thing. He WAS here — is that the way it WORKED?
Did everyone calm down — all opposition cease? OR—DID—THEY—CRUCIFY—HIM? And if He comes again — would
they be as ready as ever to do it AGAIN? PERHAPS you never
read that if He would come to this Seventh—day Adventist
Church, this Seventh—day Adventist Church would CRUCIFY
Him just as did the JEWS...you want to know WHERE that is?
PRIESTS and RULERS thought themselves competent to decide
what the Apostles should DO and TEACH...the men who were
worked by the Holy Spirit did many things that the Jews DID—
NOT—APPROVE...Then the HIGH PRIEST ROSE UP, and all they
that were with him...THIS—WAS—NOT—TO—BE—ALLOWED...

"The PRIESTS and RULERS (filled with CANCER and the DEVIL)
— FILLED with INDIGNATION, and laid their hands on the
Apostles, and put them in the common prison...
...The disciples were NOT "INTIMIDATED" or cast down... "They shall put you OUT of the synagogues: yea, the time cometh, that whosoever KILLETH you will think that he doeth God service. And these things will they do unto you, because they have NOT known the Father, nor ME...(AND THEN?)...the LORD chose OTHERS who would receive the bright beams of the sun of righteousness, and WOULD ADVOCATE TRUTHS that were NOT in accordance with the ideas of the (FROOMS) RELIGIOUS LEADERS. And then these LEADERS...give full sway to what is supposed to be "RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION" against the ones who have set aside CHERISHED FABLES. They ACT like men who have LOST-THEIR-REASON." TM 67-70.

OUR MAIN WORK

it to set aside "CHERISHED FABLES." And we certainly do NOT EXPECT the "SENSELESS RABBLE" to accept it. We have NOT changed our approach even if and when that ADVENTIST "FORMER MINISTER" follows (THEY WILL SEE TO IT!) in the SAME HOME with FROOM'S "PEACE and SAFETY" approach.

KNOWING THIS is why we are contacted from all over America by those who want to know:

"WHAT IS THE TRUTH?"

They may not like the answer - but if they seek to the SOOTHSAVERS - they will hardly help them in the time of trouble that is just before us and will see DEAD BODIES strewn around this world - so many they will not be "LAMENTED - GATHERED - or BURIED." Starting with SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS - who HAD the TRUTH but fell for the FALSE PROPHETS - TIME and OTHERWISE. They will do EVERYTHING the Jews did that CRUCIFIED CHRIST. TM 79,80.

MORAL?

Find out what WE BELIEVE before you try to hand us LAODICean TRADITION (FROOMISM) which is more often WRONG than RIGHT! We have heard more than enough of that MALARKY. And we will NOT be SILENT and let it pass by...

WE HATE

some one or ones who open their mouths and out comes FROOM "TRADITION" - much of which should be as OBVIOUS
as is the DEVIL! Does "SPEWN OUT" mean "GOING THROUGH?" Does NOT to use DRUGS - mean to USE THEM? And spend more MILLIONS and BILLIONS on that TRAFFIC than for anything else? So do all who go ye "OUT!" to meet Him - are they "ALL" possessed by the DEVIL - or did they go "OUT" to ESCAPE those who "ARE" possessed by the devil? TODAY more and more ADMIT they are "POSSESSED!" WHY - ???

JEREMIAH

JEREMIAH predicted the "DESOULATION of JERUSALEM in the days of JEREMIAH is a SOLEMN WARNING to modern Israel, that the COUNSELS and ADMONITIONS given them through chosen instrumentalities cannot be disregarded with IMPUNITY ...aroused the ANTAGONISM of MANY. With BOISTEROUS DENUNCIATION..."This man is WORTHY TO DIE!"...But JEREMIAH stood BOLDLY before the princes and the people, declaring: "The Lord sent me to prophesy AGAINST this house and AGAINST this city... THEREFORE now AMEND your ways and your doings, and OBEY..." PK 417. Rh 4:341-2. See PK 426,469.

JEREMIAH WAS IMMEDIATELY OPPOSED

by the FALSE PROPHETS who prophesied "PEACE!" Gave them a tear-jerking "SERMON" like FRITZ ALSETH wanted in the FIRST MEETING at SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA - the kind that you can hear from ANY PREACHER OF BABYLON - the kind for BABIES - "LOVE!" HARDLY SUITABLE for the "OMEGA!" of APOSTASY! Nor to prepare a people to face Seven Last Plagues. But a "PEACE and SAFETY" message that will PLEASE and WIN the "SENSELESS RABBLE" and the FROOMS. "When the "PRIESTS" and the "PEOPLE" heard the message that JEREMIAH DELIVERED...they were VERY ANGRY and declared that HE-SHOULD-DIE!" T4:167.

THEN THE FALSE PROPHETS TOOK OVER and PLEASED the "RABBLE!" T4:168. "MEN IN RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS...tried to AROUSE the people to put him to DEATH!" T4:171. (CHANGED! See ST 1:132.) (HANANIAH) "THIS FALSE PROPHET...suffered DEATH in consequence of his fearful CRIME." T4:171.

FALSE ADVENTIST PROPHETS - you may get away with MANY SINS - but be CAREFUL about OPPOSING the "TRUE PEOPLE OF GOD" who are NOT "OFFSHOOTS" but who say "YOU ARE!"

- page twenty-eight-
YOU ARE AN OFFSHOOT!

You followed FROOM so long - you really DO NOT KNOW what the truth is...(if you ever did know!) "THE PROPHETS OF GOD (JEREMIAH) HAD CONdemned the evil course of these men and WARNED THEM...but, instead of REPENTING and REFORMING, they were ANGRY...JUST-SUCH-MEN arise in these days and breed CONFUSION and REBELLION...But just as CERTAINLY as divine JUDGMENT was visited upon the FALSE PROPHETS, just so SURELY will these EVIL WORKERS receive their FULL MEASURE of RETRIBUTION; for the Lord has not changed. Those who prophesy LIES encourage men to look upon SIN as a small matter...THESE FALSE PROPHETS found MANY MORE "BELIEVERS"...than the TRUE PROPHET." T4: 173-4.

SANTEE and other MAILING LISTS will be discontinued now.

You MUST WRITE to be kept on...

THE CHART

It was a SURPRISE that Ann DeMichael brought a 30-year-old CHART - that portrays TIME from the beginning of the world to after the 1,000 years. THIS CHART elicited little response until it was explained.

IN "AFTER OSHAWA" - Publication #624 - April 16, 1987 -
we spoke of "THE McCoy CHART" - last two pages. We have to modify that now.

THE McCoy CHART

First drawn on the forest floor by two woodsmen (or rather by McCoy to another woodsmen) and later sketched on paper, two Reform leaders wanted it - but McCoy claimed "THE LORD" showed him to give it to the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY until it was developed into what we saw at OSHAWA, CANADA - 1987.

Almost immediately everyone wanted a copy; two or six or more. So we contacted a local firm that could copy two feet by eight or nine feet - taking a very special XEROX MACHINE to do that. The cost was $20.00 unpainted. We now hope to have a SMALLER CHART PRINTED IN TWO PARTS - IN COLORS. This will take some TIME. ACTUALLY WHAT McCoy GAVE US
WAS MORE OR LESS "STANDARD!" ADVENTIST CHART FROM ADAM TO 1844. WHAT WAS DIFFERENT ABOUT THAT CHART WAS THAT IN 1844 "PHILADELPHIA!" WAS BORN - NOT BURIED!

THE REST OF THE CHART WAS BY HOEHN

FROM 1844 ON - LAODICEA GOES LOWER THAN "BABYLON!" But in "MY FIRST VISION!" EW 14 - there was a BREAK-AWAY "MOVEMENT!" that "AN ANGEL SHOWED ME" WAS "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!"

THE ORIGINAL 1884 "GREAT CONTROVERSY" -
gives us the SEQUENCE OF "EVENTS" in the CHAPTER HEADINGS - "THE DESTRUCTION OF JERUSALEM" is DUAL IN ITS APPLICATION. AGAIN there is a CALL to come "OUT!" OF THE "HOLY CITY!" This has been CHANGED in your book for "THE WORLD!" to "FLEE-!!!" WHERE TO? THE MOON?

THEY WANT NO "FLEETING OUT" OF THAT SYNAGOGUE!


DO WE THEN PLUNGE INTO THE "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE?"
P.241 tells us in 1843 we go into "THE TARRYING TIME!" 1884 GC 241. AND "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!" long before the "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" is "THE MIDNIGHT CRY!" which "SWELLS INTO!" the "LOUD CRY!" We will NEVER understand "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER" except we go by this ORIGINAL BOOK and NO OTHER! That is why we have printed 50,000 copies. There is a "MIDNIGHT CRY" before the "LOUD CRY!" TO UNDERSTAND "THE SANCTUARY" p.258 and "AN OPEN AND SHUT DOOR" p.268 - before we come to "THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" p.273. (And its "REJECTION!" p.287.)

AND WHAT DOCTRINES ARE THE "COUNTERFEIT!" -

- page thirty -
SINCE THEY WANT "I AM SAVED-SINLESS-HOLY!"


WHILE IN THE NEXT BREATH THE BABYLON CHURCHES -


"THE EVENTS CONNECTED WITH THE CLOSE OF PROBATION -

and the WORK of PREPARATION for the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" are CLEARLY PRESENTED. But MULTITUDES have no more understanding of these important TRUTHS than if they had NEVER-BEEN-REVEALED...and the "TIME OF TROUBLE!" will find them UNREADY GC 594. (412).

IF YOU ARE WITH THE "MAJORITY!"

Better have another look at your RELIGION! WHEN was the MAJORITY EVER RIGHT - ??? In the DAYS of NOAH - LOT - CHRIST - ??? Do we PITY the MINISTER who gets it in EW 282? GC 656 - ??? No, not at all! JUST TO BE POPULAR he CONIVES to give them PEACE and SAFETY! We PITY the one LED ASTRAY BY HIM - !!! HIS END-?? "These DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211.
The history of the chart to meet the "SHEPHERD’S ROD" of the time, and with but slight VARIATIONS - there has been NO NEED to CHANGE it in these thirty years since it was sketched. Several ADDITIONS have been suggested but we thought you would want the ORIGINAL - UNCHANGED.

VIDEO TAPE

To tie in that BEDTIME ARTHUR MAXWELL BOOK - "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST." (Is THAT our religion or is it NOT? GIVEN AWAY FREE by the semi-trailer TRUCK LOADS by the two largest TELECAST PROGRAMS - under PIERSON-WILSON. 1970 - 1980.)

ORDER FROM:

HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY
P.O. Box 1270
Grand Forks, B.C. CANADA
VOH 1H0

ANN DeMICHAEL-HOEHN
1926 Hwy. 21 N.
Malo, Washington, U.S.A.
99150-9703

Two-hour video - $25.00 donation. (U.S. funds)

WILL ROSS STATEMENT: Adventists "RISE UP!" CHART SHOWS them going LOWER than BABYLON and "RISE-UP!" in the Sixth Plague as a "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" ARMAGEDDON-VOICE OF GOD "JUBILEE" HOUR. EW 35,286. SG 1:206. And END up in EW 282. GC 656. WORSE than JERUSALEM of OLD.

Dr. GEORGE RUE - April 29, 1987 released to a special list - "The AIDS EPIDEMIC is much greater than is being publicized. The MORAL IMPLICATIONS of the entire race is obvious...the information that is surfacing on AIDS, we should be SUSPICIOUS of any restaurant or even vegetable and fruit markets, swimming pools, barbers, dentists -- the precautions are LIMITLESS. It has been likened to the BLACK PLAGUE some centuries ago in Europe...Sincerely, George.

I IMMEDIATELY ORDERED more PINK COLORED 8½x14 PAPER to run off a batch. Ask for a DOZEN or so if you want to hand them out. A WARNING IS MISSIONARY WORK...

THOSE WHO OBJECT to such plain speaking and would like us MUFFLE our message - are REALLY POSSESSED by the devil!

- page thirty-two -
And that we say without HESITATION...NO WARNING - NO HOLY SPIRIT - just a COLD - HEARTLESS - ICEBERG - the same as the Adventist Minister who, like that dolt "JOHNSON" - at the ANKERBERG-MARTIN SHOW was TONGUE-TIED and MUTE - unable to CHALLENGE the PHILISTINES about their going through the land with their BAALISM "FIRE-GOD MOLOCH HELL-TORMENT THEORIES!" He let them get away with it while the WHOLE WORLD WAS WATCHING and he could have SUNK a STONE in the NUMSKULL of that GOLIATH "HOLY ROLLER" MARTIN and brought him DOWN as all Israel watched. But, no - he let the PHILISTINES get away with it as he stood like KING SAUL - TONGUE-TIED and HELPLESS. HISTORY is REPEATED. We see no reason to COWER before the PHILISTINES...

SOME WOULD RATHER HEAR "THE LORD...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from... THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL-PERISH-TOGETHER. The ABOMINATIONS for which the FAITHFUL ONES were sighing and crying...EVERYONE shall be found WRITTEN in the book!" T5:211-3. RH 2:105; 5:238,242,386.

IF YOU ARE WITH THE MAJORITY - (T5:136) better have another LOOK at your religion. SOMETHING is WRONG. SOMETHING DRASTICALLY WRONG - with YOU! Are you going through life - just to be AGREEABLE? Then you must be as DEAD as the SHEEP on the cover. Ready for the "LAST SUPPER" of the UNEFFECT BIRDS of TM 265. RH 3:233. SM 2:68-9. T8:118-120.
1884
SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

BOOK 4

1994 REVISED PRICE SCHEDULE FOR BOOKS

SINGLE COPY - $7.00 POSTPAID U.S.A.
THREE BOOKS - $17.50 POSTPAID U.S.A.

SINGLE COPY - $8.00 POSTPAID OUTSIDE U.S.A.
THREE BOOKS - $20.00 POSTPAID OUTSIDE U.S.A.

CASE OF FORTY-EIGHT BOOKS:
$120.00 plus SHIPPING and INSURANCE

ALL PRICES IN U.S. FUNDS

SPECIAL OFFER:
Order Five Cases - Get One FREE!

(Does not include shipping and handling)

THE ABOVE ORIGINAL 1884 SOP 4 IS THE ONLY AUTHENTIC 1884 that we know of. It is the ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD with 25% LARGER TYPE. All other so-called:

"ORIGINAL!" GREAT CONTROVERSIES

HAVE THINGS ALTERED - CHAPTER HEADINGS CHANGED - and otherwise butchered up. And yet dare to call it: "AUTHENTIC!" If some one is printing it - send us a copy! WE-WILL-PAY-YOU-FOR-IT-!!!
"There are Ministers and Workers who will present a tissue of 


even as the Jewish Rabbis presented the maxims of men as the 


the Flock of God as their portion...while the POOR SHEEP are 


and bring it in as "NEW LIGHT." Thus are men weaving into the 


a TISSUE of LIES. This imaginary "FOOD" that is being prepared 


will cause spiritual CONSUMPTION, DECLINE and DEATH."


T6:132. TM 337,455.
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